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ABSTRACT

Context. Spatially unresolved observations show that the cooling phase in solar flares can be much longer than theoretical models
predict. It has not yet been determined whether this is also the case for different subregions within the flare structure.
Aims. We aim to investigate whether or not the cooling times, which are observed separately in coronal loops and the supra-arcade
fan (SAF), are in accordance with the existing cooling models, and whether the temperature and emission measure of supra-arcade
downflows (SADs) are different from their surroundings.
Methods. We analysed the M5.6 limb flare on 13 January 2015 using SDO/AIA observations. We applied a differential emission
measure (DEM) reconstruction code to derive spatially resolved temperature and emission measure maps, and used the output to
investigate the thermal evolution of coronal loops, the SAF, and the SADs.
Results. In the event of 13 January 2015, the observed cooling times of the loop arcade and the SAF are significantly longer than
predicted by the Cargill model, even with suppressed plasma heat conduction. The observed SADs show different temperature char-
acteristics, and in all cases a lower density than their surroundings.
Conclusions. In the limb flare event studied here, continuous heating likely occurs in both loops and SAF during the gradual flare
phase and leads to an extended cooling phase.
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1. Introduction

The thermal evolution of coronal plasma during solar flares is
a key issue in the analysis of energy dissipation in the solar
corona. After a massive energy input in the impulsive flare
phase, coronal plasma cools by radiation and heat conduction
(e.g., Fletcher et al. 2011; Warmuth & Mann 2020). However,
based on spatially unresolved data it was observed that the cool-
ing phase in solar flares can be much longer than expected
(Moore et al. 1980; Reeves & Warren 2002; Ryan et al. 2013;
Qiu & Longcope 2016). This might be a result of reduced heat
conduction or ongoing heating. However, a heterogeneous ther-
mal evolution across the extended flare structure is conceivable
in light of the existence of different subregions.

Therefore, spatially resolved temperature data or recon-
structions are needed to unveil the contributions to the over-
all thermal evolution in solar flares. In addition to that of
the coronal loops themselves, the thermal evolution in regions
above them is of great interest. Supra-arcade fans (SAFs)
are faint irregular regions of hot plasma observed above
flare arcades (Švestka et al. 1998; McKenzie & Hudson 1999;

McKenzie 2000; Innes et al. 2014). They belong to the less
understood parts in the standard flare model (Carmichael 1964;
Sturrock & Coppi 1966; Hirayama 1974; Kopp & Pneuman
1976), but are associated with magnetic reconnection and cur-
rent sheets (Savage et al. 2010; Liu 2013; Innes et al. 2014). In
particular, their thickness, magnetic configuration, and the ori-
gin of their fine structure are not well understood. Part of their
fine structure are the supra-arcade downflows (SADs), which are
dark moving structures within the SAF (McKenzie & Hudson
1999) that are seen as a consequence of the reconnection
process in the high corona. Previous studies found them to
be less dense and predominantly cooler than the ambient
SAF plasma (McKenzie & Hudson 1999; Savage et al. 2012;
Hanneman & Reeves 2014; Reeves et al. 2017). Analysing the
thermal characteristics of the SAF and SADs may help to link
them to the reconnection process in solar flares.

In this paper, these issues concerning the temperature and
differential emission measure evolution are addressed with a
case study of a limb flare on 13 January 2015. By deriving
spatially resolved temperature and density maps with a DEM
method, we investigated how different parts of the flare, namely
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coronal loops and the SAF, evolve over time. The fortunate view-
ing geometry allowed to study the cooling times independently
in two subregions. For both subregions, we compare the cooling
times in the gradual phase of the flare with a theoretical cooling
model by Cargill et al. (1995).

First, we describe the flare observations that are used
(Sect. 2). Then the DEM reconstruction method (Sect. 3) is intro-
duced and applied to the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
data. The obtained DEM outputs (emission measure and temper-
ature maps) are further analysed along linear cuts (Sect. 4) and
in certain subregions (Sect. 5). SADs are studied with respect to
their density and temperature in order to illuminate their con-
tribution to the thermal evolution of the flare and the results
are compared with findings from previous studies. After a brief
introduction to the Cargill model, the cooling times that we find
for loops and SAF are finally compared with its predictions
(Sect. 6).

2. Observations

In this section, we introduce the flare observations that we used.
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
observations provide an overview of the event, while the main
source of information is AIA, because of its emphasis on the
spatial evolution of different flare parts. The section is closed
by the determination of characteristic lengths of the coronal
loops.

2.1. GOES X-ray flux

The M5.6 flare of 13 January 2015 is characterised by two peaks
in the GOES X-ray fluxes (Fig. 1). A first impulsive peak at
04:24 UT is followed by a decrease (first gradual phase) and sec-
ond peak at 04:58 UT. From there the flux decays towards the
initial values (second gradual phase).

Assuming an isothermal plasma, a filter-ratio method can be
applied to the optically thin emission recorded by the two GOES
channels (Vaiana et al. 1973; White et al. 2005) yielding tem-
perature and emission measure (EM), which are plotted below.
The estimated EM and temperatures are based on GOES/XRS
full-disk spatially integrated observations. Both background sub-
tracted curves have a double peak shape. The temperature
reaches 20 MK and 15 MK at the second peak. These curves
already show that the flare is accompanied by a strong heating
process, which increases the temperature in a very short time
period of the impulsive flare phases. The extended gradual phase
is also particularly remarkable, as it lasts for more than three
hours.

2.2. AIA data

Spatially resolved observations are needed to reveal the flare
structure responsible for this heating and show how the plasma
located above the active region reacts to changing magnetic field
configuration in the flare process. We use AIA (Lemen et al.
2012) on board NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO),
which is a full-disk extreme ultraviolet (EUV) imager with
1.5 arcsec spatial resolution and 12 s temporal resolution. It takes
images in seven EUV band passes.

Figure 2 shows the flare evolution in one hot (94 Å, sen-
sitivity peaks: 1.1 MK and 7.9 MK) and one cool AIA chan-
nel (171 Å, sensitivity peak: 0.8 MK). The first images (Fig. 2,
04:41 UT) were taken between the two flare peaks, whereas

Fig. 1. GOES observations of the M5.6 flare of 13 Jan. 2015. X-ray
fluxes (top) show two flare peaks, at 04:20 UT and at 04:55 UT. Based
on the filter-ratio method, the temperature and EM evolution is plotted
below. Vertical dashed lines show the times of the image series in Figs. 2
and 3.

the others show the evolution in the gradual flare phase. The
displayed images suggest that the whole flare structure can be
divided into two distinct parts, namely plasma-filled coronal
loops with sharp boundaries and the SAF, a comparatively dif-
fuse region above it. These two regions have different charac-
teristics. The absence of the SAF in the 171 Å channel already
suggests very different temperature structures across the flare.

The evolution starts with the formation of a complex sys-
tem of entangled loops, which can be best observed in the 171 Å
channel. In the first impulsive and gradual phase of the flare
(Figs. 2a,e), there are a few different loop systems visible, each
with different loop radii. In the second gradual phase (after the
first X-ray peak), the loop structure becomes strongly simplified
in comparison (Figs. 2b,c). The loop structure becomes larger,
more extended and ordered over the flare period (Figs. 2c,d).
This is consistent with the expected reduced magnetic complex-
ity due to dissipation of free magnetic energy during the recon-
nection process.

The region above the loops, that is, the SAF, can be best
observed in the channel 94 Å and is also visible in channel 131 Å.
In the beginning of the flare, it starts as a faint curtain and intensi-
fies during the gradual phase. There is a diffuse irregular pattern
across the upper boundary of the SAF. Because of its inhomoge-
neous character and moving spiky shape, it appears much more
dynamic than the trapped plasma within the loops.

After 05:00 UT, the SAF decreases in size. In contrast to
the loops, it narrows and evolves to a region of higher emis-
sion that lies close above the arcades. This core region remains
with a significantly higher emission in the 94 Å channel than
its surroundings (and even higher than the loops) and remains
visible during the entire gradual phase. In order to extract the
full temperature information, which is contained in the intensity
data of the multi-thermal AIA channels, a DEM reconstruction
code (Cheung et al. 2015; Su et al. 2018) is applied to this data
in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the flare as observed by AIA. The growing loop arcade is best seen in the cool 171 Å channel (top), while the hotter 94 Å
channel (bottom) additionally shows a SAF above the arcade.

2.3. Characteristic lengths

Characteristic lengths are needed for the calculations of cooling
times in Sect. 6. Therefore, loop half-lengths and loop heights
are measured from AIA images and are listed in Table 1. The
footpoints are used as the base of the loops. The loop half-
length is estimated by following the data points. These are dis-
tances projected onto the plane of the sky. Due to the position of
the flare at the solar limb, projection effects are assumed to be
negligible.

The observed loop system consists of smaller and larger
loops, which evolve during the flare process and are therefore
measured at three different times. To find their loop half-lengths,
channels 171 Å (for the cooler loops) and 131 Å (for the hotter
loops) are used. While observations from channel 94 Å revealed
the SAF in the greatest detail, channel 131 Å is used in this
section, because it recorded the hottest and largest loops. Addi-
tionally, we measured the SAF and find a width of approximately
50 Mm.

3. Reconstruction of the differential emission
measure

During dynamic heating and cooling processes, plasma con-
tained in structures like coronal loops and the SAF evolves in
time. There are different methods to reconstruct temperatures
and densities from a set of EUV images. One of them is the
DEM reconstruction. The DEM describes the amount of ther-
mal plasma along the line of sight as a function of temperature
T (e.g., Su et al. 2018).

The relation between observed intensities in the different
AIA channels Ii and the DEM can be formulated as

Ii =

∫ ∞

0
Ki(T )DEM(T )dT, (1)

where Ki is the temperature response function of the ith channel.
The equations obtained from different EUV channels need

to be inverted to find the DEM distribution from the observed
intensities. In this paper, the reconstruction is performed
with a sparse-inversion DEM code originally developed by
Cheung et al. (2015), which was recently modified by Su et al.
(2018). In the present paper, we use the latter version of the

Table 1. Characteristic lengths in two different AIA channels.

Wavelength Time Loop half-length Loop height
UT [Mm] [Mm]

131 Å 05:00 55 45
06:00 70 50
07:00 95 75

171 Å 05:00 30 25
06:00 75 50
07:00 90 70

code because it suppresses the spurious EM contributions at high
temperatures which are ignored when several other methods are
used (cf. Su et al. 2018). We verified this by comparing RHESSI
(Lin et al. 2002) HXR spectra with the emission synthesised
from the derived DEMs, which have shown good agreement
at energies where thermal emission dominates (cf. Fig. A.1).
Noticeable is that the DEM algorithm of Su et al. (2018) pro-
vides significantly better agreement with the measured X-ray
spectrum, especially at the higher energies.

The code allows us to investigate certain subregions within
the flare structure independently from each other (pixel-based
method) and to observe how the EM in certain temperature bins
evolves over time. DEM and emission measure EMT within a
certain temperature bin ∆T are related by

EMT = DEM(T ) · ∆T =

∫ T1

T0

∫
n2

e(T, z)dzdT, (2)

where ne is the electron number density and z is the distance
along the line of sight. The temperature range of the DEM anal-
ysis spans from 105.5 K to 107.5 K, a regime which is adequately
covered by the six iron line channels of AIA. The EM is recon-
structed for temperature bins with a size of log10 T equal to 0.05.

EM-weighted temperatures, TEM, can be then derived from
the DEM distribution by

TEM =

∫
T · DEM(T )dT

EM
, (3)
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the flare as seen in total EM (top) and EM-weighted temperature (bottom). We note the presence of a SAF above the flare loop
system, which can be best seen in the temperature maps (f–h). White arrows highlight the branches of alternating high and low EM values in the
SAF. The black region at the apex of the loop arcade (e.g., panel b) is an artefact caused by saturation of one or several AIA channels.

where EM is the summed EM from all temperature bins. Assum-
ing a certain thickness of plasma along the line of sight allows
us to also derive densities from the DEM outputs:

ne =

√
EM
V

=

√
EM

(A · D),
(4)

where V is integration volume, A is integration area, and D is the
thickness of the observed structure, that is, loop thickness.

Spatially resolved emission measure and temperature maps

The pixel-based DEM routine preserves the spatial information
of the AIA input data and provides detailed EM and tempera-
ture (T ) maps. These give greater insight into the physics of the
flare process, which cannot be obtained from spatially integrated
observations, such as GOES X-ray fluxes.

Figure 3 shows the total EM and EM-weighted T distribution
for four time intervals. In the flare process, larger amounts of
plasma are quickly heated and become visible in the EM maps.
During the impulsive phase, the loop system is initially small
and disordered (Fig. 3a, 04:22 UT) and expands quickly. In this
expansion phase the SAF has temperatures of 10 MK in the core
and 4 MK at its boundaries. Around the second flare peak at
04:58 UT, the SAF reaches its maximum size. While the loops
account for most of the emission measure, the temperatures are
rather similar in these two regions (Fig. 3f). At this stage, both
EM and T maps begin to show branches of alternating high and
low values at the upper boundary of the SAF (cf. Figs. 3b,f).

Thereafter, in the gradual phase, loops and SAF begin to
cool. A faster temperature reduction in the loops makes the SAF
more dominant in the T maps over time (Fig. 3g). At 06:00 UT,
which is one hour after the second flare peak, the highest temper-
atures can be found close above the flare loops in the SAF core.
In general, EM and temperatures are higher in regions located
closer to this core region and decrease towards its boundaries.

In contrast, the loops show a rather uniform temperature distri-
bution. At the upper boundary of the SAF, alternating low and
high EM values are most prominent at that time (Fig. 3c). These
are accompanied by SADs, which are analysed separately in
Sect. 4.

Towards the end of the gradual phase, the loops have cooled
down almost completely, while the SAF remains hot with a core
temperature of about 6 MK three hours after the impulsive flare
phase (Fig. 3h). Overall, its width has decreased strongly in com-
parison with earlier times, but it has retained a higher EM in its
core than the loops (Fig. 3d).

In some cases, the DEM code is not able to constrain the
DEM. Very low signal or saturation in the AIA input data are
possible reasons for spurious DEM results. Saturation occurs
for example in the core of the loop region at the flare peak
(Figs. 3a,e). These pixels are excluded from the analysis and are
displayed in black (Figs. 3b,f). ‘Hot pixels’ occur in areas with
very low EM (e.g., Fig. 3e). Because the used method is pixel
independent, the other parts of the image are not affected and
can still be used for the analysis.

4. SAD observations

In the upper part of the SAF, linear cuts (Fig. 4) are used to anal-
yse SADs and the branched patterns in the EM maps. For each
time-step, the EM and T values along these lines are extracted
and displayed in 2D plots (Fig. 5). This is done both for a
longer ‘cut-a’ through the entire SAF (Fig. 5) and then also
on smaller scales (‘cut-b’, ‘cut-c’) at positions where SADs are
observed. SADs are then identified by a sudden darkening, that
is, a decrease in EM, at a certain distance and time on the lin-
ear cut. At these positions, the EM and T are recorded over time
(e.g., Fig. 6). Five SADs are studied in this paper by comparing
their EM and T values before, during, and after the passing SAD
(Table 2). Additional image sequences of AIA observations, EM,
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Fig. 4. Linear cuts a, b, and c for the SAD analysis on the EM map at
05:56:12 UT.

and T maps are used to verify whether observed EM depletions
are indeed moving dark structures within the SAF, in the same
was as presented in previous studies of SADs.

4.1. Evolution at the SAF branches

Before dark patterns can be identified as SADs, they need to
be distinguishable from the background evolution of the SAF in
greater heights, where the SADs appear. Darker structures may
originate from cooling, the moving branches of the SAF, or may
indeed be SADs. As is already visible from the EM and T maps,
the SAF narrows and cools during the flare process. First, the
temperature distribution along the linear cut-a is rather uniform
(Fig. 5), and then a gradient forms towards the centre of the SAF.

In addition to this cooling process, there is the branched
structure of the SAF, which is also visible in the stack plots of
cut-a. From 04:50 UT to 05:30 UT, between 0 and 30 Mm, two
branches of higher EM values and lower EM values between
them are accompanied by a similar pattern of higher values in
the T evolution. Therefore, the lower EM values are not a SAD
in this case, but originate from the position outside of the hotter
and denser branches (Fig. 4).

Further dynamic changes are sometimes also faintly visible
in the T maps. Although T and EM do not always correlate with
each other, in a couple of cases, patterns appearing over a limited
time interval are simultaneously visible in both T and EM maps.
In contrast to the branches, there are examples where low EM is
accompanied by a similar pattern of higher temperature, which
appear on shorter timescales. These features are in some cases
SADs and are presented below.

4.2. SAD analysis

One of the most pronounced EM depletions in this event reaches
cut-a between 06:20 and 07:15 UT (Fig. 5). For the analysis,
two positions on the linear cut are selected (cf. Fig. 5, hor-
izontal lines). One of them is affected by the EM depletion
(between 06:20 UT and 07:00 UT) and the other one is set to be
close to but outside of it, as a reference for the ambient plasma
conditions.

The evolution of EM and T at these two positions is plot-
ted separately in Fig. 6. The EM decreases by 45% (correspond-
ing to a density depletion of 21%). In the same time range, the
temperature rises by 0.3 MK, which indicates a higher temper-

Fig. 5. EM and TEM evolution along the linear cut-a for the full time
range. Two positions on the cut are selected. The first one is affected
by the SAD, the second one is outside of any SADs. Two vertical lines
highlight the selected time interval for the SAD analysis (cf. Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. EM and TEM evolution for two positions on the linear cut-a (cf.
Fig. 5). The red curve is data from a position passed by the SAD, while
the black curve corresponds to a position outside of the SAD. Addi-
tional lines are used to highlight features in the red curves. Two vertical
lines indicate the selected time interval (II), in which the temporary EM
decrease occurs. Horizontal lines highlight the corresponding initial EM
value (EM1), minimum EM value (EM2), initial temperature (T1), aver-
age maximum temperature (T2) during passage of the SAD, and the
temperature (T3) afterwards.

ature along the line of sight at this position than outside of it
(cf. Fig. 6). The stack plots (Fig. 5) corroborate the finding that
the feature of depleted EM is complemented by a similar feature
of enhanced temperature.

Further SADs. As summarised in Table 2, there are five
SADs observed with durations of 15–40 min. Their detailed T
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Table 2. Observed SADs and their EM and T values, before tobs (EM1, T1), during (EM2, T2), and after (EM3, T3) passage of the SAD.

SAD tobs (UT) EM1 [1028 cm−5] T1 [MK] EM2 [1028 cm−5] T2 [MK] EM3 [1028 cm−5] T3 [MK]

1 06:20–07:01 2.9 6.3 1.9 6.5 2.9 6.1
2 06:55–07:07 78 7 59 7–6 68 6
3 06:46–07:11 5 6.8 3.4 7–6.2 5 6.2
4 04:48–05:13 14 8.6 11 11 14 9.5
5 06:54–07:15 6.4 7.1 4.8 6.8 6.4 6.5

and EM evolution is also displayed in Figs. B.1–B.4. While the
EM depletion is in the range of 20%–30%, only two SADs show
an increase in temperature (SAD-1 and SAD-4). Because of the
difference in the EM depletion between SAD-1 and SAD-4 (30%
and 20%), temperature increases may happen both for stronger
and weaker SADs. Based on this small group of SADs, EM
depletions accompanied by temperature increases are more the
exception than the rule in this event.

4.3. Comparison with previous findings about SADs

Recent studies found SADs reaching the apexes of flare loops,
colliding with them and causing heating in the affected regions
(Samanta et al. 2021). There are no SADs reaching the arcades
in the event on 13 January 2015; however, their paths are directed
to the hottest region within the SAF. Based on their disappear-
ance in the diffuse plasma of the SAF, the SADs might not reach
the loops, but are thwarted instead by the SAF. SADs may dissi-
pate their energy earlier, although neither traces of heating along
the SAD paths nor in front of them are observed. Therefore, the
link between SADs and heating cannot be directly studied with
our analysis methods. Only SAD-4 might lead to a higher tem-
perature of the plasma behind the SAD (T2 < T3).

In contrast to the predictions of models by Maglione et al.
(2011) and Cécere et al. (2012), there are no larger temperature
differences between SADs and the surrounding plasma. Hence,
the high temperatures of the SAF of 10 MK cannot be explained
by thermal advection by SADs alone.

The absence of SADs reaching the coronal loops leads to the
assumption that the SADs can be excluded as heating source for
the plasma trapped in the arcades in this event. Additionally the
temperature maps show that the loops and the SAF are relatively
thermally isolated from each other, otherwise the great temper-
ature difference between them of up to 3 MK for extended peri-
ods of time would be balanced by heat conduction. Among other
things, it is therefore of great interest to explore how the loops
behave thermally in the gradual flare phase and whether or not
they show an extended cooling time. An extended cooling phase
would then be an indication for an additional heating process in
the gradual flare phase, which is detached from heating possi-
bly caused by SADs. Accordingly, in the following section we
describe our investigation of the thermal evolution for loops and
SAF separately.

5. Thermal evolution in subregions

The EM and TEM maps already indicate that the temperature
evolves differently across the flare structures. In order to com-
pare the thermal evolution quantitatively, the spatially resolved
data can be integrated to obtain averages over certain regions of
the flare. This information is extracted for two sets of subregions
that are shown in Fig. 7:

Fig. 7. EM map and selected subregions. The selected subregions con-
sist of three larger areas (green) for loops, SAF, and the total area, and
two smaller regions (red) for the cooling time analysis.

1. Averages over larger regions are selected, namely ‘Avg.
Loops’, ‘Avg. SAF’ and ‘Total Area’.

2. Averages over two smaller regions, namely ‘Loop Detail’
and ‘Base of SAF’, are used for the calculation of cooling
times in Sect. 6.

For the cooling time comparison of loops and SAF (Sect. 6),
Avg. Loops, Loop Detail, and the Base of SAF -region are used.

DEM evolution

The time-series of reconstructed DEM cubes are used to derive
the evolution of the DEM averaged over the total FOV as well
as for the loop arcade and the SAF. This is shown in Fig. 8 (the
values plotted correspond to the DEM integrated over the tem-
perature bins).

Loops and SAF contribute differently to the DEM of the
Total Area. Overall, the EM is mainly distributed over two
branches (Fig. 8a). The low-temperature component (T =
1.5−3 MK, log10T = 6.2−6.5) contributed by the background
corona is rather constant. Additionally, there is a variable
component established shortly after the flare onset that then
decreases in temperature from 12 MK (log10T = 7.1) to 5 MK
(log10T = 6.7) during the gradual flare phase. The Avg. Loops
region (Fig. 8c) shows a similar two-component evolution to the
Total Area and dominates its EM, because most of the plasma
is located in the loops where it is also the densest. In con-
trast, the Avg. SAF region mainly contributes a conspicuous
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Fig. 8. DEM evolution for the larger areas (green) in Fig. 7: ‘Total Area’
(a), ‘Avg. SAF’ (b), and the ‘Avg. Loops’ (c). The white lines indicate
the flare peak times based on the GOES X-ray data (cf. Fig. 1).

hot component (Fig. 8b). It forms later than the loops and
remains visible in the high-temperature bins for the entire grad-
ual flare phase, which lasts more than three hours. There is only a
small background contribution in lower temperature bins, which
might be a result of the location of the subregion at greater
heights.

6. Cooling times of loops and SAF

After having discussed the flare evolution based on AIA images
as well as maps of total EM and EM-weighted temperatures
derived from DEM reconstructions, in this section the measured
cooling times of both flare loops and SAF are compared with the
theoretical predictions of the Cargill model.

6.1. Cargill model

The Cargill model (Cargill et al. 1995), which is used in this
paper as a cooling model, assumes a uniformly filled loop with a
single temperature. This is supported by the idea that the plasma
is frozen into the magnetic field, leading to suppressed heat con-
duction across the loops, while it remains unchanged along the
loops. While the model was mainly applied to spatially unre-
solved data in previous studies (e.g., Reeves & Warren 2002;
Ryan et al. 2013), here it is applied to subregions of the flare
extracted from spatially resolved DEM reconstructions. These
assumptions are best fulfilled in a stationary flare loop. How-
ever, the SAF is considered to consist also of loops, albeit newly

reconnected ones. Thus, our quantitative analysis of the SAF
cooling is restricted to the lowermost part of the SAF (close
above the loop arcade) where the outflow speeds will already
have decreased. Further assumptions made by the Cargill model
are that:
1. The plasma is isotropic and isothermal.
2. There are neither flows nor heating.
3. The plasma is mono-atomic.
4. The plasma obeys the ideal gas law.
5. The plasma β is low.
6. The conductive heat flux obeys Spitzer conductivity.
7. The radiative loss function, Prad, is properly modelled.

(Rosner et al. 1978)
Based on these assumptions, the characteristic timescales for the
conductive and radiative cooling are:

τc = 4 × 10−10 nL2

T 5/2 , (5)

τr = 3.45 × 103 T 3/2

n
, (6)

where L is the loop half length and n is the number density. The
dimensions are centimetres (cm), seconds (s), and Kelvin (K).

Flare cooling is treated as either fully conductive or radiative
at any single time. The total cooling time of the flare is given by:

tcgl = τc0

( τr0

τc0

)7/12

− 1

 +
2τr0

3

(
τc0

τr0

)5/12 1 − (
TL

T0

) (
τc0

τr0

)1/6.
(7)

Variables with a ‘0’ as indices are calculated at the initial time
t = 0.

Starting from a situation where τc0 < τr0, first the flare would
cool by conduction only until it reaches temperature, T ′, which
is when the two timescales are equal. From then on, the flare is
assumed to cool purely radiatively to the final temperature, TL.

If τc0 > τr0 at t = 0, then the flare is assumed to cool purely
radiatively and tcgl simplifies to:

tcgl =
2τr0

3

(
1 −

TL

T0

)
. (8)

The simplicity of the Cargill model, which makes it very easy
to use, leads to some limitations: At any point in time the model
takes only either conductive or radiative cooling into account.
Also, it does not take into account enthalpy-based cooling (e.g.,
Bradshaw & Cargill 2010). Finally, it treats the flare as a sin-
gle isothermal loop with constant loop half-length, although
flares may consist of larger loop-systems with various physical
properties.

The plasma temperatures in this flare event are high
enough to neglect the enthalpy-based cooling (most signifi-
cant when the temperatures of the plasma are low, i.e., below
1−2 MK (Ryan et al. 2013) and collisional cooling is negligible
(Culhane et al. 1970)). Therefore, the Cargill model includes the
most significant cooling processes in our context and is suitable
for comparing cooling times derived from the DEM outputs with
the predictions by this analytical cooling model. Nevertheless,
this simplified model approach could be improved by using full
hydrodynamic models in future projects. Spatially resolved data
allow single loops and subregions to be selected. The subregions
better fulfil the presented requirements for the application of the
Cargill model than integrated data for the whole event, which
consists of various loop types.
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6.2. Thermal evolution of loop arcade and SAF

The overall thermal evolution of loops and SAF is obtained by an
integration over the temperature bins (cf. Fig. 8) and yields EM-
weighted temperature and total EM curves. Here, the focus is on
subregions, which qualify best for an application of the Cargill
model, that is, they fulfil the assumptions stated in the previ-
ous section. Three subregions (Fig. 7), namely the Avg. Loops
region, the Loop Detail region, and the Base of SAF region are
selected. The Base of SAF region is located in the lower SAF
(close to the loops), where the assumptions of a single loop
length and of a stationary plasma are better fulfilled than in more
dynamic regions above it.

The double peaks in the evolution of the temperatures
(Fig. 9) are similar to what is found from the GOES observa-
tions (Fig. 1), but there are significant differences in the maxi-
mum temperature. With the DEM routine, which takes AIA data
as input, the maximum temperatures for SAF and loops remain
below 14 MK, while the filter ratio method based on GOES
X-ray fluxes yields temperatures of up to 20 MK.

In a comparison of thermal evolution in the SAF (Base of
SAF) and the loops (Avg. Loops), there are various differences
visible in both EM and T curves (Fig. 9). The SAF is estab-
lished later than the loops, but with a similar temperature to the
loops and follows their temperature evolution up to the second
peak with a delay. From there, cooling becomes dominant and
the SAF cools with a much lower rate than the loops. While
the average EM decreases in the loops, it remains rather con-
stant in the SAF. This is also visible in the DEM evolution of
the Avg. Loops region (Fig. 8b). If one assumes a constant line
of sight depth, D, the number density of plasma, which emits in
AIA EUV range, does not change significantly during the cool-
ing phase in the SAF.

6.3. Comparison of predicted and observed cooling times

The Cargill model is applied to the thermal evolution of three
subregions (defined in Sect. 5). Its use requires negligible heat-
ing, and therefore we focus on the gradual flare phase. The start
time is set shortly after the second temperature peak, where
the cooling processes dominate the heating and the temperature
decreases. Due to the different temperature peak times of the
various subregions, the start times differ (Fig. 9). The single hot
component of the SAF supports the isothermal treatment as a
good approximation (Fig. 8b). The almost constant EM is ben-
eficial for the use of the Cargill model, as it suggests that the
amount of plasma in the loops remains relatively constant dur-
ing the cooling process.

Table 3 displays the input parameters for the Cargill model,
which were extracted from the AIA data (cf. Sects. 2 and 3),
namely the loop half-lengths (L), calculated number densities (N)
at the start time, the start and end temperatures (Tstart and Tend),
and the elapsed time until the plasma has cooled down to Tend
(tobs). The final column shows the cooling time tcgl predicted by
the Cargill model, which is compared with the observed time tobs.

The loop half-length for the Loop Detail is not limited by the
selected region at the loop base, but is the full length of the corre-
sponding loop and can be used with the assumption of a homoge-
neous loop with constant density and temperature. The densities
are based on the EM at the start time, the characteristic lengths
(Table 1), and the assumed line-of-sight depth, D. The SAF is
expected to be broader than its thickness (Savage et al. 2012). Half
of the width of the SAF, which is 50 Mm, is used as a line-of-sight
depth for the SAF. Half of the height of a given loop is used as its

Fig. 9. Evolution of average EM (top) and temperature (bottom) for
the three subregions, namely Avg. loops (blue), Base of SAF (red), and
Loop Detail (black).

assumed line-of-sight depth, because the loop system is relatively
extended in the selected regions. While D is a parameter associ-
ated with a considerable uncertainty, only its square root enters
into the computation of the cooling times, and so the results are
not strongly dependent on variations of this parameter. We assume
100 Mm for the loop half-length, which is of the same order of
magnitude as the largest visible loops below the SAF in this event
(cf. Table 1). Densities are calculated with these estimated values
(Eq. (4)). The densities in the loops (2 × 1010 cm−3) are found to
be higher than in the SAF (1 × 1010 cm−3).

The cooling times predicted by the Cargill model (tcgl) based
on the input values used here are significantly shorter than those
derived from the DEM method (more than a factor of two longer,
cf. Table 3). In both subregions for the loops, the radiative cool-
ing dominates over conductive cooling, and therefore even sup-
pressed conduction (e.g., Bian et al. 2016; Emslie & Bian 2018)
cannot explain why tobs is significantly longer than tcgl. In the
framework of the Cargill model, cooling times matching the
observed ones could be obtained by using appropriately lower
electron densities. However, this would imply much larger LOS
depths, which are inconsistent with the AIA observations. There-
fore, ongoing heating is an assumed explanation for the extended
gradual phase in both loops and SAF in this flare event. This is
supported by the presence of SADs, which are expected to be
linked to the reconnection process and heating of coronal plasma
(Samanta et al. 2021). While it is not unexpected for the SAF to
have longer cooling times due to the influx of energy associated
with the reconnection outflow, we stress that continuous heating
must also occur in the flare loops. Because of the closed mag-
netic field geometry of post-flare loops and the absence of SADs
reaching the coronal loops, the influx of energy should not be
associated with the reconnection outflow.

A two-phase heating scenario (Qiu & Longcope 2016) is
conceivable, because the temperature increases first impulsively
and then decreases monotonically in the gradual flare phase.
Low-rate heating is expected in the extended cooling phase, but
may imply a significant longer heating period than the 20–30 min
found by Qiu & Longcope (2016).

7. Conclusion

The fortunate viewing geometry of the M5 flare of 13 January
2015 allows us to gain detailed insights into the different regions
within the flare and their evolution. The AIA imaging data as
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Table 3. Values used for the Cargill model and the cooling time, tcgl, as a result.

Region tobs [UT] L [cm] D [cm] n [cm−3] Tstart [MK] Tend [MK] tobs [min] tcgl [min]

Loop Detail 05:08–06:30 4 × 109 2.5 × 109 2 × 1010 8.5 3.6 82 40
Avg. Loops 05:00–06:45 5 × 109 2.5 × 109 1.5 × 1010 10 3.5 105 50
Base of SAF 05:00–07:58 1 × 1010 2.5 × 109 1 × 1010 10 5.1 178 85

well as the derived DEM reconstructions indicate a clear division
of the flare into a loop arcade and a SAF with very different
plasma conditions.

The flare is characterised by an extended gradual phase, and
both loops and SAF have a higher temperature in comparison
to the pre-flare conditions for more than three hours after the
flare peak. The SAF has a branched shape with alternating struc-
tures of high and low EM at greater heights above the post-flare
loops. In the gradual phase, the SAF narrows and remains as
a hot region directly above the loops with a decreasing tem-
perature and EM towards its boundaries. In parallel, the loop
arcade grows over time in height and becomes more ordered, as
is expected, because the non-potential magnetic field energy is
reduced during the flare event.

SADs were studied with respect to their temperature and den-
sity. Several previous studies found them to be predominantly
cooler than the ambient SAF plasma (McKenzie & Hudson 1999;
Hanneman & Reeves 2014; Savage et al. 2012). In this event, the
five observed SADs were less dense than the SAF plasma around
them, which is consistent with previous studies. There is no evi-
dence for a higher temperature component at the leading edge of
the SADs (cf. Reeves et al. 2017), and most of them (three out of
five) did not cause a noticeable change in the local temperature
evolution. An exception is the largest SAD in this event (SAD-1),
which had a 21% lower density (if a constant line-of-sight depth is
assumed) than the ambient plasma and is accompanied by a tem-
perature increase of 0.3 MK. A systematic study will be required
to ascertain whether the changes in temperature and EM are corre-
lated with the SADs, and whether there is a dependency on speed.

For flare loops and SAF, the cooling times in the gradual
phase of the flare were compared with the theoretical cooling
model by Cargill et al. (1995). The cooling rates differ across the
extended flare structure, but in all subregions, the observed cool-
ing times are significantly longer than what is predicted by the
Cargill model. Therefore, the results confirm previous studies that
found the gradual phase to be longer than expected (Ryan et al.
2013), but additionally show that this is the case for both the
loops and the SAF. Longer cooling times could be obtained from
the Cargill model by adopting lower electron densities, but this
would imply line-of-sight depths that are inconsistent with the
AIA imaging information. Moreover, even suppressed heat con-
duction cannot explain the observed cooling times. The ongoing
downflows in the SAF and the persistent hot component above
the arcade several hours after the impulsive phase strongly sug-
gest continuous heating during the gradual flare phase. For the
SAF, this heating can straightforwardly be provided by an influx
of energy associated with the reconnection outflow. However, we
stress that some form of continuous heating also has to act within
the loop arcade, because the closed magnetic field lines should
prevent any energy input by the reconnection outflow.

Future satellite missions with stereoscopic instruments (e.g.,
OSCAR; Strugarek et al. 2015) could help to better understand
the three-dimensional structure of the SAF in general and SADs
in particular. Further research is needed to directly link the

observed plasma evolution in the loops and the SAF with the
reconnection process itself. However, the application of DEM
reconstruction techniques to AIA data uncovers detailed thermal
evolution, which yields deep insights into the flare structure and
the thermal energy distribution in its subregions.
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Appendix A: RHESSI spectrum

In this section, the RHESSI X-ray photon spectrum shows the
agreement between synthetic thermal emission spectra obtained
with two DEM-reconstruction techniques by Cheung et al.
(2015) and Su et al. (2018). This is shown in Fig. A.1 for a
time-interval during the decay phase of the flare, where there
are no saturation issues in the AIA data, and the X-ray emission
is purely thermal.

Fig. A.1. Comparison of a measured RHESSI X-ray photon spectrum
(black) with synthetic thermal emission spectra obtained with two DEM
reconstruction techniques (red, blue). The RHESSI spectrum is gen-
erated from a background-subtracted count spectrum using detector 1,
which was fitted with an isothermal component.

Appendix B: EM and T evolution of the SADs

In this section, the evolution of EM and T for SAD-2, SAD-3,
and SAD-4 is displayed. These are discussed in Sect. 4.2. The
curves show the evolution for certain positions on the linear cuts.
The corresponding cuts are displayed in Fig. 4.

Fig. B.1. SAD-2 on cut-b: EM and T evolution. Two dashed lines indi-
cate the time when the SAD reaches the position on the linear cut (first)
and when it has passed (second).

Fig. B.2. SAD-3 on cut-b: EM and T evolution. Two dashed lines indi-
cate the time, when the SAD reaches the position on the linear cut (first)
and when it has passed (second). Horizontal dashed lines indicate the
initial and minimal EM value, and the initial and final T value.

Fig. B.3. SAD-4 on cut-c: EM and T evolution. Two dashed lines indi-
cate the time, when the SAD reaches the position on the linear cut (first)
and when it has passed (second). Horizontal dashed lines indicate the
minimal and maximal EM value, and the initial and maximal T value.

Fig. B.4. SAD-5 on cut-b, EM and T evolution. Two dashed lines indi-
cate the time, when the SAD reaches the position on the linear cut (first)
and when it has passed (second). Horizontal dashed lines indicate the
initial and minimal EM value, and the initial and final T value.
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